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Abstract. This research is part of a project that aim is to offer a general
method for building artificial faces by using interactive genetic algorithm.
Preliminary experiments are concerned with color discrimination and number
comparison. The objective of this research is to compute the ranking for each
individual (artificial face), based on the data collected from an eye-tracking
system.

1. Introduction and problem statement

The idea proposed in this paper is related to a general method [2] for build-
ing artificial faces (police portraits), based on human interaction. An interactive
genetic algorithm [6] creates artificial faces and displays them simultaneously on
the screen. The idea is to create a ranking between these individuals and use a
rank-based fitness assignment for the genetic algorithm.

An eye-tracking system records continuously the user’s gaze activity (while
looking at the virtual faces) in order to replace the human explicit actions like
using keyboard or mouse. The eye-tracking system offers an interface that is
much more faster and easier to use than a keyboard/mouse based interface and
avoid the user fatigue (for a high number of iterations).

Preliminary experiments are concerned with color discrimination and number
comparison. Thus, the rank is known a priori and we can use supervised learning
in order to classify the ocular (eye-tracking) data.

Each subject involved in the experiments is asked to identify the lightest color
(experiment 1) or the highest number (experiment 2). The eye-tracking systems
measures various parameters such as: the time the user has focused on a colored
square, the pupil diameter and its relative rank, the relative time focused on screen,
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the maximum variation of the pupil diameter, etc. In our experiments, there are
16 parameters used as inputs for the rank classifier.

Based on this measurements, the system assigns a (subjective) fitness to each
candidate solution shown on the screen. Eight colors/numbers are presented to
the screen simultaneously. Colors/numbers are ranked according to the subjective
fitness. Each epoch, the fittest individual in the population is selected. Using the
fittest individual, the interactive genetic algorithm generates a new population.
The process ends after a pre-established number of generations.

Our objective is to find a correlation between the ocular activity and the indi-
vidual (color, number) rank. The aim is to train the system to discover the order
the colors are presented in the experiment, based on the ocular data. Supervised
learning technique is used. Data produced by the eye-tracking system are used as
training data for a linear classifier in order to detect rules enabling to associate an
unknown individual to a predefined class.

2. Context and motivation

2.1. Interactive Genetic Algorithms. Interactive Evolutionary Computation
(IEC) is an optimization technique based on evolutionary computation such as
genetic algorithm, genetic programming, evolution strategy, or evolutionary pro-
gramming. Evolutionary computation consider several candidate solutions to a
problem called the population. Thanks to an iterative progress, this population
is computationally evolved by using mechanisms inspired by biological evolution
such as reproduction, mutation, recombination, natural selection or survival of the
fittest [5] according to the Darwin’s theory.

In classical evolutionary computation, a selection operator is often a program
or a mathematical expression called the fitness function that expresses the quality
of a candidate solution. Interactive Evolutionary Computation is used when it
is hard or impossible to formalize efficiently this function where it is therefore
replaced by a human user.

A large survey can be obtained in [6] but the generally accepted first work on
IEC is Dawkins [7], who studied the evolution of creatures called ”biomorphs”
by selecting them manually. Another very good example to better understand
the interest of IEC could be ”photofit” building [8]. In this case, there is no
mathematical function which could specify how much a photofit is interesting;
only the witness can subjectively tell whether proposed photofits are similar or
not to the person he had seen before.

As mentioned before, IEC is used when a fitness function is difficult and some-
times impossible to formalize. Human-Based Genetic Algorithms (HBGA) go
further by allowing evolutionary computation where a good representation of in-
dividuals is hard or impossible to find Chen04, for instance they can be used in
storytelling or in development of marketing slogans. To prove the usefulness of
such techniques, the authors changed the classical One-Max optimization problem
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into an interactive one by interpreting the individuals (strings of bits - 0 or 1) as
colors to be interactively presented and manipulated.

Characteristics of IEC are inconsistencies of individuals fitness values given by
the user, slowness of the evolutionary computation due to the interactivity, and
fatigue of the user due to the obligation to evaluate manually all the individuals
of each generation [6]. For instance, the user is often asked to give a mark to each
individual or to select the most promising individuals: it still requires active time
consuming participation during the interaction. The number of individuals of a
classical IEC is about 20 (the maximum that can be represented on the screen),
and about the same for the number of generations.

2.2. Combining IEC with an eye-tracking system. The paper [2] presents
a new technique, totally domain independent, called E-TEA (Eye-Tracking Evo-
lutionary Algorithm). The idea is to minimize the user fatigue by combining an
IEC and an untraditional input device: an eye-tracking system. This device allows
capturing user’s gaze while the user is looking on a monitor.

This is possible by using eye-tracking systems such as ”Tobii” which are totally
non-intrusive for users. Thus, we ensure there is no need for explicit user action
(choosing and clicking the most promising individual, valuating all the solutions
etc.) during the evaluation process of the IEC. He just has to watch various
solutions on the screen and to tell when he has finished evaluating/looking. The
E-TEA algorithm then has to determine automatically which solution is better
amongst presented solutions by combining gaze parameters obtained.

2.3. Classification methods used. Several classification methods were used in
order to analyze the data obtained from the eye-tracking system. these methods
are described bellow.

Linear (Fisher’s) classifier. This method is related to the Fisher’s linear dis-
criminant. The idea is to find the linear combination of features, which separate
two or more classes of objects. This method projects high-dimensional data onto
a one dimensional space and performs classification in this one-dimensional space.
The projection maximizes the distance between the means of the two classes while
minimizing the variance within each class. Other details about this method may
be found on Wikipedia and in [10].

Neural networks (NN) classifier, using variable number of hidden neurons (HidN).
This method relates to the well known classical pattern recognition using neural
networks [11], as we have tried in our first test also.

Naive Bayesian (NB) classifier. A naive Bayes classifier is a simple probabilistic
classifier based on applying Bayes’ theorem with strong independence assumptions
(the presence of a particular feature of a class is unrelated to the presence of any
other feature). Usually, parameter estimation for naive Bayes models uses the
method of maximum likelihood. Other details may be found in [12].
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Gaussian (ML) classifier. Gaussian classification is a type of statistical clas-
sification. Statistical classification is a procedure in which individual items are
placed into groups based on quantitative information on one or more characteris-
tics inherent in the items. For other details see [Ger08].

Direct Tree (DT) classifier. A decision tree is a predictive model; that is, a
mapping from observations about an item to conclusions about its target value.
In these tree structures, leaves represent classifications and branches represent
conjunctions of features that lead to those classifications [14].

T-distribution, full covariance classifier. The (Student) t-distribution is a prob-
ability distribution that arises in the problem of estimating the mean of a normally
distributed population when the sample size is small and it is a special case of the
generalized hyperbolic distribution. Other details may be found in [15].

3. Proposed system

3.1. System architecture. The system based on interactive genetic algorithms
and eye-tracker interface is depicted in figure 1. The Genetic algorithm generates
the individuals, the Classifier computes the rank for each individual, the Individual
Strategy selection bloc uses the ranks in order to select the individuals that will
be used for creating the next generations.    

video camera tracking reflected infrared ray on user’s cornea infrared ray sent to user’ right eye 
 

Indiv. Clasifier Ocular data                  Individuals Individual Ranks Genetic Alg. Indiv. Selection Strategy 
Figure 1. The system based on interactive genetic algorithms
and eye-tracker user interface

3.2. Ocular data. Data obtained from the eye-tracker (Tobii 1750) each 20 mil-
lisecond for each eye are the following: times-tamps of data in seconds and mil-
liseconds, eye position (x and y) related the current calibration, eye position (x
and y), distance between eye and camera of the eye-tracker, pupil size in millime-
ter, validity of eye (that is whether the eye was capture or not by the eye-tracker).
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In order to simplify, we only consider the gaze position represented by center of
gravity of both eyes and computed from eyes positions.

According to psychologists, a fixation last between 100 and 300 milliseconds.
So fixations are computed from filtered raw data. For each fixation computed, we
know the following: coordinates (x,y) of subject’s gaze; duration in microsecond;
colored square (or number) corresponding to the fixation. If no colored square is
attached to a fixation, it is not consider as a fixation.

In raw data, the eye-tracker has given the pupil diameter and we know that
it is correlated with the subject’s concentration; however, we do not know how.
That is why we have computed several data relating to this pupil diameter. As
a fixation last at least 100 ms, a fixation is made of 5 measures at least; and we
know for each of them the size of the pupil diameter.

The following data are stored for each fixation related to the size of the pupil
diameter: the mean, the size at the beginning and at the end of the fixation, the
value of the reference pupil that corresponds of the pupil diameter when focusing
on the white cross and just before presenting the colored squares, the maximum
variation of the size, the sum of variation of the size.

The experiment requires two phases. Phase 1, named ’cross fixation’: a white
cross is presented in the center of the screen. Fix this cross to go next screen (when
correctly fixed a red rectangle will surround the cross). Phase 2 named ’evaluation’:
Several colored squares (or numbers) will be presented simultaneously. Detect
color that seems to be lighter. Once you think you have finished, press the space
bar without looking at it to go next screen (next try).” The experiment begins by
the calibration of the device (the eye-tracker).

4. Numerical experiments

A set of about 54000 data vectors was recorded from the eye tracking system.
Each vector corresponds to one individual. We make the hypothesis that there is
a correlation between the ocular activity and the individual rank. The rest of this
section presents a set of tests that were done in order to test our hypothesis.

4.1. Test 1: MLP neural network classification. In order to classify the
ocular data in 8 classes, a first test was done using a MLP neural network (Multi-
Layer Perceptron) with 16 inputs and 24 respectively 14 neurons on the hidden
layers, using the back-propagation algorithm. The test results with 5000 training
vectors offered very poor results. The network was able to correctly classify only
about 14% of the data (not included in the training set).

4.2. Test 2: multi-classifier toolbox. Classifier performance depends very
much on the characteristics of the analyzed data. There is no a best classifier
that works on all possible problems. Knowing that, we have done also some ad-
ditional data analysis using the toolbox ”Matlab Classification Toolbox” from
Meraka Institute.
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We have analyzed our data using the following classification methods: Fisher’s,
Neural networks (NN), Naive Bayesian (NB), Gaussian (ML), Direct Tree (DT),
and T-distribution with full covariance.

The classification errors obtained using the classification methods described
previously are depicted in figure 2. A set of 10000 vectors was used. As we can
observe, the best results were obtained using the Fishers linear classifier that it is
also on of the fastest methods. On the second place we have the neural network
classifier but the difference comparing to the Fisher’s method is high. These errors
were calculated for the training set of 10000 vectors.

 
Figure 2. Data classification errors obtained with different clas-
sification algorithms

The toolbox includes some other algorithms such as k-Nearest-Neighbor and
Gaussian Mixture Model but we were unable to use them on the full data set
because they required too much resources (memory, time). However, we have
tested these two algorithms on a reduced data set but their performances were
poor.

4.3. Test 3: SVM classification. A multi-class implementation of SVM [4] was
used to classify the dataset. The initial data was split in two parts, a training set
of examples, comprising 5000 examples and the test set, contains the rest. The
obtained accuracy was 32%.

After observing that the output of the classifier is not just a usual pattern,
but a rank that forms an order relation with the rest of the classes, the accuracy
analysis was further developed by taking into consideration the distance between
the expected output and the one obtained from the SVM. An output result was
considered accurate if it had an error less or equal than one. For example, if the
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expected output was 4 and the actual output was 3,4 or 5, the output was con-
sidered correct. For ranks close to the boundary (1, 2, 7, 8) the new accuracy was
81%. The middle ranks were classified with 55% accuracy. A possible explanation
is that individuals of strong interest or no interest stand out from the set.

A binary version of the dataset, with the first three ranks in one class and the
rest in the other class was also tested with SVM, but the results were actually
worse than the multi-class version. A possible explanation is that the SVM im-
plementation used the one-versus-one strategy for multi-class classification which
relied on multiple small machines with roughly equal number of training examples.
The noise in the binary case contributed against the edge class, which had fewer
training examples.

5. Conclusion and further work

The research presented in this paper had as objective to automatically evaluate
the user feedback (rank) for interactive genetic algorithms by analyzing the user’s
ocular activity (data collected from an eye-tracking system). The idea was to
classify the individuals in 8 classes.

The fact that Fisher discriminant method gives about 75% correct recognition
rate while the other methods give results near 30% correct recognition rate may
be explained by the fact that data is very noisy and the ocular behavior is not very
”stable”. The ocular behavior might be influenced by some other factors that were
more important than expected (peripheral view, memory, other brain activities,
etc.). The experiments have shown that the classification error appear between
neighbor classes (ex. classes 3,4,and 5 are easily confounded).

The fact that the color-based experiment and the number-based experiment
give similar results might indicate the fact that the experiment setup should be
also reconsidered. Another possible solution for increasing the precision will be to
add new input parameters, for instance from additional bio-feedback sensors.

The results that have been obtained so far are not accurate, but they indicate
that individuals of interest could be separated from the rest by using ocular data.
A possible improvement to the current approach is to reduce the dimension of the
data, in order to reduce the noise, and classify the new data with SVM.
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